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I have begun to integrate empathy and anger management into many of the other units. 
 
 In the SPACE UNIT - The Approach and Stop Activity:  

 The ‘movers’ (children approaching their partners) stop themselves first. Once they 
stop I have them experiment by coming closer and further away to see how that 
feels and to then adjust their space to what feels best.   

 They then ask their partner how this distance feels to them (empathy building – how 
does my choice affect you?) 

 The children that were standing still then direct the movers to the distance they want. I 
have them experiment with a bit closer and further away until they feel they have 
the best distance for themselves. 

 They then ask how that distance feel the their partner. 
 If the partners have different preferences I ask the mover to try to find a distance that 

feel good to both of them. I ask them to look at body cues and to check out their 
choice with their partner.  

 We then switch partners and which group of children does the initial approach. 
 Discussion centers on: 

♦ Understanding differences 
♦ How to read body cues of discomfort 
♦ Differences in cultural norms  
♦ The unfairness of one person always having to be the one to adjust and therefore 

the importance of the dance of distance 
♦ The feelings involved if everyone thinks you are too close and pushes you away 

when that is how you feel connected to people and the feelings involved if you 
like to be further away than most people & it feels that everyone is always 
crowding or intruding upon you. 

 Approach and Stop Activity B: (I do this in therapy groups and in classrooms with a lot 
of intrusion and small enough numbers around 20 students would work.) (In larger classes I 
might only demonstrate with one or two students and have everyone else watch and imagine) 

 Children are no longer in lines but they are in partners spread out throughout the room.  
 One person is the director. The director tells their partner to approach them in different 

speeds (fast-medium-slow) and from different angles (Side-diagonal-back-etc.)  
 The director is supposed to stop the child approaching at distances that feel most 

comfortable and to pay attention to what approaches and distances feel the best. 
 Partners then switch roles and repeat the above activity. 
 Points to Emphasize or to help emerge in the discussions: 

♦ One thing I hope to have come out is that side approaches allow much closer 
distancing the front ones and faster approaches require stops further away. 

♦ Another point that I want to come up is the differences in spacing when playing 
with peer and talking to teachers and between playground and classroom 
spacing.  

♦ You can’t really do a space unit without discussing touch.  Some children like 
or need to touch others, some children enjoy receiving the touching so it is 
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reciprocal and some don’t and it therefore feels intrusive.  Enjoyment can 
turn into intrusion when intensity, length of time and type of touch changes. 

♦ Discuss how to read and respect body cues of others and how to give feedback 
respectfully and assertively if needed when you feel someone is too close 

 If you have time have pairings switch & have them practice telling each other that they 
need more space. They could also practice reading body cues & trying to guess 
when their partner feels they are too close. 

 
 SPACE AND ANGER: 

 Children discuss the types of distances they take when angry with others. (I generally 
get two different types of answers – Move away to get own space and calm down or 
Move closer, invading other’s space to try to gain control and make a point.) 

 Have half of the children pretend to be angry, moving around the room in an angry 
way. 

 Have the other half observe and notice what size space bubble the angry children are 
tending to use. (It is usually a large bubble although some children close in and use 
a very small, tactile space.) Ask the movers to observe themselves while they are 
moving by paying attention to their body. 

 Switch which group is moving and which is observing and then have discussions 
around the ramifications of needing a large space from others to be safe and many 
people’s tendency to get close and be intimidating.  

 Have the class experiment with children taking a step back from their partner and using 
the vertical plane to become tall and wide in order to make a point. Again switch 
roles. 

 Then have them step closer to their partners while pretending to be angry.   
 After both partners have tried both techniques have the class break into small groups to 

discuss how the person being approached felt with each approach. Also discuss how 
the approacher felt. Which style felt most comfortable, most familiar?  

 Have the small groups come together as a whole class and summarize what their groups 
discovered. (Again emphasize empathy for the person receiving the anger) You 
want the idea of feeling threatened to emerge and how does is it for them when they 
feel threatened and therefore not threatening others.  

 Ask how they experience and observe the space around them and others when dealing 
with anger at school, in the community and at home.  

 Introduce the concept of being MAD SAFELY. This requires keeping at least a large 
space bubble away from the person or people you are angry at. 

 Discuss: Anger tells us when we are not getting our needs met or when we feel 
powerless and want some power.  Being mad safely gives you more chance of 
getting at least some of what you want without getting into trouble and while 
respecting the other person. 

 


